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Preface
The Landmark Trees Project is an effort to find,
describe and understand the most magnificent forests of
Southeast Alaska. Founded in 1996 by Sam Skaggs of
Alaska Research Voyages, Inc, the project has documented
74 one-acre stands across the Tongass as of 2004.
Landmark Tree (LT) forests are scored according to
the dimensions of the largest tree and the wood volume of
the surrounding acre. They are also assessed for ecological
values such as bear habitat. The project involves residents
all over Southeast Alaska who seek deeper familiarity with
their backyard treasures.
Most of our Landmark Tree sites are far from towns.
They’re usually on salmon streams–very sensitive habitat
for animals like brown and black bear. But in Ketchikan,
Petersburg, Sitka, and Kake, we've described big-tree forests
that are quickly reached on trails. These forest walks are
already known, loved and heavily used by residents. While
these 4 Community Landmark Tree Stands might not score
as high as our remote LT sites, they're perfect places to learn
about Alaska’s giant spruce forest. Armed with printouts of
the detailed maps in this guide, you can locate individual
trees, learn their ages, physical dimensions, and responses
to past windstorms, floods or handlogging. Discussion of
the streamside or riparian understory flora and fauna
explains why we’ve come to feel that the association of
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spruce, salmon, bear, eagle, devil's club and alluvium defines
the core terrestrial community on the Tongass.
Part I is a tree-by-tree description of the forest on
Hamilton Creek. Part II backs up and takes a wider view of
the big-tree forest across the Tongass. In this context, you
can see how
Hamilton Forest
“stacks up”
against Alaska's
finest big-tree
forest stands.
On the last
page of this guide
is a stem map of
the Landmark
Tree acre we
measured at
Hamilton Forest.
Coordinates are
used throughout
the text to refer to
features on this
map. For example,
the picnic table is
at n-8.

I’ve written this guide for the layperson with a strong
interest in forests and natural history. Some concepts require
technical terms, which I’ve identified in bold italic, and
explained in the glossary on page 21.
The Community Landmark Trees Project has been a
collaborative effort. In every community, I’ve been assisted,
transported, fed, and treated to long discussions with
members of local conservation groups. Experts from the

Forest Service and Alaska Dept of Fish and Game have
explained the subtleties of tree growth and mortality, soils,
statistics, photo interpretation, wildlife, plant associations,
trail-planning and management issues. After 8 years of
“landmarking,” it would be hard to say whether the great
places I’ve explored or the great people I’ve met have been
the richer reward.
Richard Carstensen, 2004

Part I – Hamilton Forest
Selecting a Community LT site for Kake
In July 1999 I passed through Kake with John
Caouette, a longtime fellow Landmark Trees hunter. Studying aerial photos back in Juneau, we’d noticed a triangular
patch of big trees in the pass between Hamilton and Big
John Bays, a great prospect, we thought, for a champion
stand of Landmark Trees (see “big spruces,” top stereogram,
page 19).
Mike Jackson met us at the airport
and introduced us to Kake. Then he drove
us south to the trail that runs up Hamilton
Creek. He told us where to ford the creek
for a traverse south into the head of Big
John Bay. Mike agreed that there were big
trees in our “air photo triangle,” but also
mentioned that long before we got there
we’d pass through a majestic forest right
on the Hamilton Creek trail. That proved
to be very true. The forest of closely
spaced, tall spruces by the first picnic
table on Hamilton Trail was so unique that
I had trouble dragging John away. We
later named this stand Hamilton Forest,
and it became the subject of this interpretive guide.
We did eventually find a nice stand
John Caouette &
of big trees in the “air-photo triangle.”
Look for a triangular patch of darker, “coarse-textured”
forest that is clearly taller than surrounding trees when
viewed in 3D. Trees here are bigger in diameter but much
more widely spaced than those of Hamilton Forest. In
contrast, there’s nothing particularly eye-catching about
texture of the Hamilton Forest canopy on these aerials. Trees
are tightly spaced so the canopy looks smooth, like other
even-aged forests. Even a professional photo-interpreter
might miss it.
The stand we selected for assessment in the Hamilton/
Big John pass held 91,000 gross board feet, fairly modest for
a Landmark acre. John and I wanted to return to Hamilton
Forest, because neither of us had seen a stand quite like it.
We guessed that the tall, slender trees were relatively young
but would constitute very high volume because of their
density. In the Landmark Trees project we search for stands
of large diameter trees, which are lacking at Hamilton Forest.
However, we are equally interested in documenting the
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extreme types of big-tree forest, and in this regard, the stand
near the picnic table was intriguing.
Later that summer I stopped at Hamilton Forest near
the end of a kayaking trip and measured 138,000 gross board
feet, the 5th highest volume of 74 Landmark sites and by far
the highest among our 5 Community Landmark Tree stands
on easily accessed trails. Other uniquenesses of the
Hamilton stand only came to light after more focused study.

Mike Jackson at Hamilton trailhead.

Studying the site
In July 2000, I came back to Kake with my car and
camped for a week at Hamilton Forest. Most of my time was
spent in mapping. The resulting stem map, on the last page
of this booklet, shows every tree over 5 inches in diameter,
down logs, understory vegetation, canopy cover, trails, fine
contour intervals and information about tree ages. From the
maps and tree data I derived charts and “stand visualization” diagrams (SVS), for further insight into forest structure
and history.
Setting up an old fashioned plane table on a tripod, I
drew rays from a series of map stations toward every tree I
could see, marking off distances given by laser rangefinder
readings. Tree heights were also measured with this
rangefinder, in combination with a clinometer that gave
angles to the top and to the lowest foliage. When it became
apparent that elevation above sea level was critical to

ings, and helped to develop the vision of how Hamilton
Forest interpretation might be used by Kake residents.

Context - the Hamilton Creek area
A unique combination of bedrock types and Little Ice
Age history created Hamilton Forest. It is anything but a
typical Landmark Trees stand. The two key influences are
carbonate rock and uplift.
The greatest forests of Alaska formerly stood on karst,
a landscape of sinkholes and caves that develops on soluble
carbonate rocks like limestone, dolomite and marble.
Drainage is improved on these rock substrates, and
Southeast’s normally acidic soils are buffered and nutrientenriched. As on Prince of Wales and Chichagof, giant trees
once growing on the carbonate bedrock uplands near Kake
have been almost completely logged (maps, page 20).
Hamilton Forest is not on karst, per se. The tall young
spruces grow on deep, fine, fairly well-drained silt. But these
sediments are derived from the weathering of rich carbonate
rock in the Hamilton Creek drainage. This rock type is shown
in blue on the geology map and with red hatching on the
Patterns of logging map.
Because the Tongass big-tree karst forest has been
almost universally eliminated, we have only a handful of
Landmark sites on this substrate. The typical Landmark
Forest grows on alluvium - the deposits of a stream or river.
In a land blessed with copious rainfall, soils usually have
too much moisture for optimum tree growth. Trees therefore
grow tallest on the best-drained substrates. Streamside
deposits have layered and sorted particles that range in size
from silt and fine sand through gravel, cobbles and even
boulders. Cutbanks near Landmark Forests usually show
several of these layers, representing historical flood events.
I fully expected to find such layers deposited by
rapidly moving water in our Hamilton soil pit, but was
surprised to discover smooth, unstratified silt to a depth of 3
feet. Beneath the fine silt was the remains of an ancient
forest! Only after camping for several days at Hamilton
Forest and noticing how close it was in elevation to the
highest tide line could I explain the deep, pure silt overlying

Densely clustered, tall spruces at Hamilton Forest make for
some of the highest volume ever measured by the Landmark
Trees project
interpretation of Hamilton Forest, I created a 1-foot contour
map, measuring up from a marked high tide.
Many trees, both large and small, were cored with
increment borers to learn approximate age, and for clues
about stand history. To complement the mapping and coring
I took pictures, dug soil pits, climbed trees, and assembled
species lists for plants and birds.
Toward the end of my stay at Hamilton Forest, two
Kake high school students - John
Willis, and Aaron Billy - spent a
strenuous day helping with the coring
and soil pits. I was very impressed
with John and Aaron’s ability to hit the
“pith,” or center tree ring, almost every
time, something I still can’t seem to do
after 15 years of drilling. Justin
McDonald and Macaria Aceveda also
visited the site, discussed our findView northwest down Hamilton Creek
from top of "Little Bear Tree,"
coordinates v-11 on stem map. Bushy,
open-grown spruces are colonizing
uplifted salt marsh. Logged hill tops
on the horizon are on carbonate
bedrock
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Soil pit at L-15, 3.5 feet deep. Shallow organic
layer on top suggests young forest, not old growth.
Smooth gray silt with no organics extends to 3
feet, where buried forest horizon contains sticks,
fibers & angular gravel

Profile A-B. See dashed line on stem map. Vertical scale is in feet
above sea level. (Trees are not drawn to same scale as the ground
profile) Modern high tides reach to about 19 feet. Estuarine silts
deposited at 24 feet elevation suggest an uplift of at least 5 feet
since the Little Ice Age.

forest material.
The land is slowly rising from the sea on northern
Kupreanof Island. At low tide, long-time Kake residents
notice rocks exposed in places like Portage Pass that didn’t
formerly show. Glacial rebound is a release of the earth’s
crust from a great weight of ice depressing northern
Southeast Alaska. This “Little Ice Age” culminated in the
mid 1700s, but significant rebound probably didn’t begin
until the late 1800s.
I think that the deep fine silts under Hamilton Forest
were left there during a prolongued estuarine phase. The
fine particles could only have been deposited in quiet
waters with little current, consistent with laterally expanded
mud and sedge flats in upper Hamilton Bay 2 centuries ago.
Evidence from both soil profiles and tree growth supports
an emergence of 60 inches from the intertidal in somewhat
more than a century, or a rate of roughly half an inch per
year. This is a faster rate than is indicated on the 1965 Hicks
and Shofnos map* of glacial rebound in northern Southeast
Alaska, which suggests about 0.1 inch/year for the Kake
area. But Kake is close to the great Stikine Icefield, which
may have served as a center of land depression two
centuries ago.
When tides reached 5 feet higher than today,
Hamilton Creek may have emptied at times through Big John
Bay. Estuaries are very dynamic, with constantly shifting
channels. The outlet of Hamilton Creek could possibly have
“jumped tracks” several times during the peak of the Little
Ice Age. Our “air-photo triangle” of big trees (top stereo-

gram, page 19) is exactly where this outlet-shifting occurred.
In more rapidly rebounding areas like Juneau and
Glacier Bay, stands of young spruces on raised tide flats are
quite common. But never have I seen an “uplift forest”
approaching the vigor of Hamilton Forest. The difference is
apparently owed to the rich carbonate parent material of the
sediments, and to their fine texture, with just the right
combination of water-draining and water-holding abilities.
The tallest spruces at Hamilton Forest were the first to
colonize this surface as it lifted above extreme high tide.
They reveal a very different history than that of the surrounding upland forest where most dominant trees sprouted
in the shade of taller predecessors. The “first-come, firstserved” process is refered to as primary succession - the
development of a natural community “from scratch” after a
disturbance so profound that almost no organic material
remained from which new life could begin. Primary succession is globally rare: the best known examples are postglacial succession, and the redevelopment that occurs on
raw ash after eruptions like the one at Mt Saint Helens. Far
more common is secondary succession following disturbances such as logging, windstorm, disease or fire.
In a typical streamside stand of big spruces, every
century or so an overbank flood spreads a new blanket of
silt, sand or gravel, bringing in fresh nutrients and preventing colonization by hemlock. Because of uplift, Hamilton
Forest is no longer actively alluvial, and so it lacks many of
the plants like devil’s club and stink current that dominate
most Landmark Forests. Barring further disturbance, it will
succeed to hemlock dominance in another few centuries.

* Hicks, S., and W. Shofnos, 1965. Determination of land emergence from sea level observations in southeast Alaska. Journal of
Geophysical Research. 70(14):3315-20.
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John Willis extracting sample from 8-inch
diameter hemlock on half-buried nurse log at
h-17. This hemlock germinated in about the
1890s. Therefore the nurse log (sawed away
from the trail) has been on the ground for at
least 110 years. Hemlock doesn't last that
long so the nurse is certainly a spruce.

The story in tree rings
Which are the oldest and youngest trees
at Hamilton Forest? Which are growing fastest?
Slowest? Coring trees with an increment borer
can shed light on these questions.
My longest borer is 24 inches, and since
few trees at Hamilton are more than 4 feet in
diameter, we could usually penetrate to the
“pith” or center ring. We core as low as
possible on the trunk to reduce inaccuracies in
estimation of total age. If a tree’s flaring roots
force us to core at, say, 2 feet above the log or
mineral soil on which it sprouted, we add an
estimated number of years required for the tree
to have grown 2 feet tall. In most cases, my
estimates of the tree’s decade of germination
are probably correct to within 10 or 20 years.
Core samples were glued to boards,
sanded, then marked at every tenth ring. By
examining the position of a cored tree on the
stem map, its position relative to larger and
smaller neighbors, and proximity to cut or
naturally fallen trees, the patterns in rings begin
to make sense. Forests can be read like a
Sherlock Holmes novel. Patterns in ring width
are usually responses to events close to the
tree, such as floods, blowdown, and competition with neighbors.
Let’s see if we can decipher a few of
Outer 2 inches of the sample from John's hemlock at h-17. Because hemlocks often spend their lives in the shadows of
taller trees, they tend to have more erratic growth patterns than found in the rings of canopy-dominant spruces. The little
hemlock suddenly increased its growth rate in 1971. Foresters call this "release." Probably a big spruce fell nearby to the
south, temporarily opening the canopy. A likely prospect is the largest down log on the stem map, that came off of the
stump at m-17. That tree is rated decay class III; it has sluffed most bark but remains self-supporting over a span. It could
well have been down for 30 years. The increased growth of the h-17 hemlock only lasted a few years, probably until the
resulting canopy gap was closed by the growing branches of neighboring spruces and understory hemlocks.
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Branches of
wolf trees at
the edge of
Hamilton
forest reach
out for the
light.
Eventually
this may
cause the
trunk to lean
as well.

whorls on wolf tree

southeast at the junction to examine
progressively older features on
increasing elevations.

1Picnic table

these stories. Bring your booklet, and maybe a plant guide,
and let’s go for a walk...

To best understand the origin of Hamilton Forest, walk
to the very edge of the stand, just beyond the picnic table.
Checking the elevations on the contour map, note that you
are standing at 21 feet, or only about 2 feet above the
highest tides of the year. Study the shapes of the trees along
the stand margins. Some have fairly large diameters but they
taper rapidly and are only about half the height of the trees
in the center of Hamilton Landmark Acre, where
elevation is 24 feet. You don’t need an increment
borer to learn that these stand margin spruces are
young and fast growing. Since they get plenty of light
on this south edge of the forest, they put out big
branches from ground level upward. Even a century
later when the lower branches have been shaded and
killed, their stubs remain to identify them as opengrown, or wolf trees.
Every year, a young spruce tree extends its
leader upward, and simultaneously puts out a whorl
of lateral branches. On extremely productive sites like
Hamilton Creek, spruces can grow 2 or even 3 feet per
year. The whorls are convenient markers for foresters,
who can read the tree’s age, and gauge the change in
growth rate over time.
Wolf trees are not found in old-growth forests.
After many centuries, when the first colonizing
generation of trees have fallen, new conifer growth
comes up in the shade or at best under small gaps, so
trunks are "cleaner."
Now that we have a feel for what a vigorous
sunny-site colonizer looks like, let’s go back to the
main trail, up into the heart of the Hamilton Landmark

A walk through Hamilton Forest
In addition to coordinates, the map at the back of this
guide has circled numbers corresponding to interpretive
stops described below. Beginning at the picnic table, our
walk proceeds northeastward back out the trail, turning

Aaron Billy aims for pith at"3-trees," a cluster of
180-foot spruces at g-17 that germinated in the
1740s. The branch stubs indicate this tree grew
about 18" per year in its youth
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View south on
main trail from
the junction. This
extreme density is
rarely achieved
by trees 160 to
200 feet tall thus the very
high volume.
Open-grown
branch stubs
remain even on
these stand
dominants.

2The
junction
Turning
southward off the
picnic table spur
onto the main trail, you climb almost imperceptibly to the 24foot level. Terrain is generally quite flat, lacking the complex,
hummocky contours typical of ancient forests. Our cores
from the “3-tree” cluster at g-17 were the oldest in Hamilton
Forest, along with that of Big Tree. Overall, the measured
ages from this stand showed a steady increase with elevation. Examine also the ratio of spruce to hemlock. Most big
trees are spruces and most little ones are hemlocks. This
shows well in the year-2000 SVS profile on page 18.

acre. We’ll look for evidence to support my claim that
Hamilton Forest is a “youngster.” Remember that in Southeast Alaska it takes a good 400 years to develop all of the
characteristics of old growth: uneven-age structure, pitmound topography from centuries of snapped and uprooted
trees, stilt-rooted dominant trees that got started on big
down logs or older stumps, and usually hemlock dominance
(spruces aren’t good at coming up beneath a canopy).

3Wolf stump
Follow Hamilton Trail southeast to where it loops
around a big old stump at n-20. It should immediately be
clear that the growing conditions in this tree’s youth were
very different from those of the small hemlocks that colonized here in the 1800s, after a dense canopy had formed.
Notice the huge growth rings in the photo near my fingertips. This spruce was adding an inch of radius every three
years! It was an open-grown tree with few close neighbors.

4Hamilton Big Tree
The largest individual tree in a Landmark Forest is
called the “Big Tree.” Hamilton Forest’s Big Tree is shown
on the booklet cover. In this first generation forest there are
no really large diameter trunks, and the biggest spruce, at j15, scores only slightly higher than the number 2 tree. At 10
feet up from the ground, it’s 53 inches in diameter, and the
height is 200 feet.

"Wolf stump" at n-20 beside Hamilton trail. The big branch
stub only a few feet off the ground suggests there were few
immediate neighbors competing for light when this tree
was a sapling.
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Diagonal cuts in the heartwood of Hamilton Big Tree.
Pencil for scale. See also the cover photo.
this type of tree by archeologists is “CMT,” for “culturally
modified tree.”
Today, Big Tree is 60 inches in diameter at breast
height (dbh), a little too big for me to reach pith with my
longest borer. But by coring from two different angles I was
able to estimate the time of both germination and scarring. A
23" sample on the back side from the wound penetrated to
1790 AD, at which time the tree was averaging 5 rings per
inch. Assuming a centered or symetrical pith (reasonable
guess unless the tree is leaning), I missed about 8 inches or
another 50 years.
To measure the time of scarring, I cored from the
outside of the wound, stopping when the borer encountered
pitch and rot where subsequent growth rings curled back
over the exposed heartwood. About 200 rings have been
added since the scar. In 1800 AD, these cuts could well have
been made with a stone tool. To see what Hamilton Forest
looked like in 1800, check the SVS stand reconstruction
profiles on page 18. Big Tree was probably only 50 feet tall
at that time and grew at high tide line, the logical place for a
pitch tree, a spruce scarred repeatedly to provide a source
of bleeding sap for fire-starting.

5Sapsucker tree
At g-14 is a cluster of well decayed snags, broken off
at 40 to 50 feet, bearing woodpecker cavities. Most likely the
holes were excavated by red-breasted sapsuckers. Hamilton
Forest has reached a stage in succession where the competition among first colonizers is about over, and subcanopy
development - mostly western hemlocks - is well under way.
Big Tree began life in about the 1740s, roughly the
peak of the Little Ice Age. Winters were severe and it was
more challenging for both humans and wildlife to gain a
living from the land. When this spruce was only 20 inches in
diameter it was scarred by a sharp tool. The resulting wound
is dramatic and highly informative. The acronym applied to

Today’s n-10 pitch tree is what Big Tree may have looked
like in 1800 AD. This large spruce by the picnic table
provides pitch for starting starting fires.

Cross section of Big Tree at breast height.
Tree was cored from the backside and
edge of the scar.
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The g-14 cavity tree. Sluffed bark suggests the spruce
has been dead for several decades. This nest hole was
not active in summer 2000; regular use by woodpeckers
would leave a ring of greyish scuff marks around the

View NE from top of Little Bear Tree to crowns of tallest
spruces in Hamilton Forest. Only one is broken; clean tops
of the rest indicate a vigorous, young, even-aged stand that
is still adding height, although the rate has slowed.

The first-generation loosers of the race for sunlight have
been dead for enough decades to become homes for carvers
of soft wood and the secondary cavity dwellers that follow
them, like chestnut-backed chickadees and small owls. In the
Pacific Northwest much is known about snags as wildlife
habitat, but on the Tongass few studies have addressed
questions such as how long a snag is available to cavity
users between the time when wood is suitably rotten and the
time when it topples.
We’ve seen that Hamilton Forest has an illustrious
past. What about its future? Plotting average growth per
decade for the 32 trees we cored, I discovered that not a
single tree increased its growth rate between the 1980s and
1990s. That applies to both hemlocks and spruces, to trees
on the sunny margins as well as those of the stand interior,
and to canopy dominants as well as understory saplings.
Spruces on the southern fringe are growing several times
faster than interior trees, but they too will eventually slow to
a modest pace. Because of the abrupt cutbank west of the
picnic table, further expansion into the tidal flats is not likely
in the next few decades.
Hamilton Forest has probably reached its peak
volume. The tallest spruces will grow slightly taller and, with
luck, much fatter. But the stand will continue to thin as
windstorms and disease pluck out the weaker members.
Gradually, hemlocks will share the canopy, and the texture in

air photos with become coarser. If humans decide to let
Hamilton Forest grow for another 300 years, it could
approach the majesty of Southeast’s great karst forests that
are now only memories.
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6Little Bear Tree
Wolfsong graced mornings throughout my July 2000
stay in Hamilton Forest, indicating a den somewhere nearby.
One morning as I stood in camp with my coffee, scanning
the flats, a wolf emerged from the sedges and swept erratically downstream over gravel bars like a leaf skittering on
the wind. Shortly afterward I listened to a yearling black bear
in the thicket below my tent, rearing up on its haunches to
rake down salmonberries, and later emitting little fruit-farts
from its bed under a solitary open-grown spruce at v-10.
I named the spruce Little Bear Tree. On my last day I
climbed about 120 feet into its crown for photos. I’ve
climbed maybe 100 or so wolf trees in Southeast Alaska, but
Little Bear was different. It was like being shrunk back down
to kid size again. Some of the horizontal branches were 9
inches in diameter, and whorls were up to 3 feet apart. From
the swaying top I stared into the crowns of Hamilton Forest,
twice as high as Little Bear Tree. The soils of Kake are
powerful.

Hamilton Forest plants
Common names follow Pojar & MacKinnon's Plants of the Pacific Northwest Coast.
trees
Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis • the inspiration for this booklet; largest species on plot
western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla • shade tolerant; now forming a subcanopy
Pacific crab apple Malus fusca • forest edges
shrubs
devil's club Oplopanax horridum • surprizingly scarce for an LT site
red elderberry Sambucus racemosa • especially on stumps and logs
early blueberry Vaccinium ovalifolium • deer food
Alaska blueberry V. alaxensis • less common than early blueberry; later fruiting
red huckleberry V. parvifolium • the prefered Vaccinium for deer in winter
rusty menziesia Menziesia ferruginia • shade tolerant
salmonberry Rubus spectabilis • forest edge and gaps, thicket by Little Bear Tree
herbs of sunny openings
bluejoint Calamagrostis canadensis • near high tide line
ryegrass Elymus arenarius • near high tide line
squirreltail grass Hordeum jubatum • near high tide line
silverweed Potentilla anserina • near high tide line
field chickweed Cerastium arvense • near high tide line
giant vetch Vicea gigantea • near high tide line
red paintbrush Castilleja miniata • near high tide line
bedstraw Galium aparine • near high tide line
sedges Carex spp • several species, but C. lyngbyei is commonest in lower salt marsh
clasping twisted stalk Streptopus amplexifolius • meadows and edge, edible in spring
enchanter’s nightshade Circaea alpina • at forest edge
buttercups Ranunculus spp near high tide line
tall fireweed Epilobium angustifolium • meadows
pacific water parsley Oenanthe sarmentosa • damp meadow
yarrow Achillea millefolium • at forest edge
forest herbs
skunk cabbage Lysichiton americanum • wet swales in forest
queen's cup Clintonia uniflora • the "blue bead lily" berry unpalatable
dearheart Maianthemum dilatatum • important summer deer food
rosy twisted stalk Streptopus roseus • deer food, succulent
ground dogwood Cornus canadensis • critical winter deer food
single delight Monesus uniflora • commonest under hemlocks
five-leafed bramble Rubus pedatus • critical winter deer food
large-leaved avens Geum macrophyllum • trailsides, burry seeds cling to pants and fur
foamflower Tiarella trifoliata • abundant associate of devil's club understory; deer food

ferns and club mosses
lady fern Athyrium felix-femina • edges and well-lit gaps, tallest local fern
shield fern Dryopteris expansa • second tallest of the forest ferns; winter deer food
oak fern Gymnocarpium dryopteris • abundant with shield fern in upland parts of plot
deer fern Blechnum spicant • winter deer food
mosses & liverworts (100s of the littlest mosses and especially leafy liverworts are
hard to ID; these are the easy ones)
haircap mosses Polytrichum & Pogonatum spp. • erect-stemmed clusters, most on logs
badge moss Plagiomnium insigne • in wet seeps with snake liverwort
fan moss Rhizomnium glabrescens • everywhere, but especially on logs
hanging moss Antitrichia curtipendula • epiphyte on tree limbs
coiled-leaf moss Hypnum circinale • crawling up bark of trees
lanky moss Rhytidiadelphus loreus • commonest forest moss
electrified cat's tail moss Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus • forest edges
step moss Hylocomium splendens • with lanky moss dominates forest understory
waxy-leaved cotton moss Plagiothecium undulatum • tree bases, flattened, pale green
fork moss Dicranum fuscescens • tufts on tree bark
broom moss Dicranum majus • larger than D fuscescens, on forest floor.
unidentified leafy liverworts in the Jungermanniales • many species, mostly epiphytes
lichens
beaded bone Hypogymnia enteromorpha • adheres to tree bark
lung lichens Lobaria spp • litter from trees builds soil nitrogen
common christmas tree Sphaerophorus globosus • tufts on tree bark
beard lichen Usnea spp. • on tree branches choice deer food when they can reach it
witch's hair Alectoria sarmentosa • like Usnea, key winter deer forage
species common on other alluvial Landmark sites but missing from Hamilton
Forest
stink currant Ribes bracteosum • needs more active alluvium
red alder Alnus rubra • needs bare mineral soil to colonize: meadow herbs outcompete
it here
"landmark moss" Pleuroziopsis ruthenica • common devil's club associate
Devil's club is present but scarce compared to most LT alluvial sites. This plant needs
more lateral groundwater movement than is available at Hamilton Forest.

Common Forest Plants
Riparian
Shrubs

Upland
Herbs

Shrubs
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Herbs

Part II – Giant forests of
Southeast Alaska
Context - forest types of Southeast
The truly magnificent big tree forests of the
Tongass cover only a tiny fraction of the landscape.
Even on lowland sites, spruce and hemlock fail to
achieve their potential growth for one of two basic
reasons: either soil is too wet, or some disturbance
like blowdown or logging has set back the successional clock.
Where water table lies close to the surface, tree
roots suffocate, resulting in widely spaced small
hemlocks, pines and cedars. These stands have small
average diameter and few trees per acre. Stand
volume, expressed in thousand board feet per acre
(mbf), is low. Trees may be extremely old, however.
On slopes exposed to southerly gales,
blowdown stands are prevalent. These young,
regenerating forests have small diameters but many
trees per acre. Crowded canopies look smoothtextured from the air. Volume can be surprisingly high
in these even-aged forests as they mature beyond
100 years. Densely stocked hemlock stands commonly register more than 50 mbf.
On upland sites that are both reasonably welldrained and wind-protected, uneven-aged oldgrowth forest eventually develops. Typical locations
are north-facing lee hillsides, but patches of old
growth are scattered over most slopes and aspects.
Although the largest trees are usually spruce,
hemlock is commonly more than 70% of stand
volume. Gaps in the old-growth canopy provide light
to the understory, resulting in good winter deer
forage. Gross volume is often high, but much of it is
unmerchantable due to decay of the many old
hemlocks. The profile on p. 13 suggests there may be
as much volume in some mature, well-stocked
blowdown forests as in "wind-sheltered old growth."
Most Landmark sites grow not on upland, but
bottomland sediments deposited by streams and
rivers. This includes floodplain surfaces created
over millennia by the deposits of rivers, and alluvial
fans created where streams come off steep slopes
onto gentler ones. Forests here have some of the
largest spruces on the Tongass. Large canopy gaps
promote luxuriant understory, tending more toward
devil's club and salmonberry than to the blueberry
shrubs of upland hemlock-dominated old growth.
Spruce-dominated alluvial stands are not only
guardians of watershed stability and of wildlife
communities revolving around salmon; they're also
the most valuable commercially. Today,
"landmarkers" must seek out the few alluvial forests
that escaped both selective handlogging in the early
twentieth century, and intensive clearcutting that
began in the 1950s.
Even more completely eliminated were the great

Poorly drained hemlock, “forested wetland,” often very old.

High-volume hemlock blowdown ~120 years old, even aged.

High-volume upland old growth, uneven ages and sizes.
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The combination of tree
diameter and stand density
explains more about stand
structure than volume can.

karst forests of the
Tongass. Karst refers to a
distinctive landscape developing on water-soluble limestone
and marble. This carbonate bedrock
is common on northern Prince of Wales, Kuiu, and eastern Chichagof
Islands.
In 1999 we assessed a new #1 LT forest near Kake. The state's
largest and second largest known spruces stand 130 feet apart on this
acre. By national protocol, they score 651 and 613 points, compared to
the official state champion at 556 points. They're rooted in deep loam
over volcanic breccia interbedded with fine grey limestone. One is 11
feet dbh and 225 feet tall.
Compared to alluvial stands, karst forests are hard to find on aerial
photos. Small unmapped patches of carbonate rock are scattered less
predictably than alluvial landforms over the landscape. We can't expect
to find new big-tree karst stands at the rate we document alluvial sites.
We must find and protect these remaining tiny fragments.

Landmark assessments
The Landmark Trees assessment procedure was developed by
Matt Kirchhoff, ADFG. The method results in a score for a one-acre
patch of forest, the most majestic stand we can find in the watershed.
Half of the score comes from the dimensions of the biggest individual
tree. We measure diameter at 10 feet from the ground rather than at
"breast height" (4.5 feet). Otherwise, our protocol closely resembles that
of big tree programs throughout the country that rank state and national
champions.
But Matt's idea was to broaden the assessment to characterize a
forest, rather than a single impressive tree. The second half of the
Clinometer gives angle to tree top; rangefinder gives distance;
caliper gives diameter.

Number of Landmark assessments per ecological
province in Southeast Alaska
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Measuring diameter at 10 feet above center point, avoiding
flare at base.
Landmark Trees score derives from the volume (mbf) of the
surrounding acre. Heights are measured for sample trees
chosen by a "variable radius" point sampling method, then
entered into a table to compute volume.
John Caouette, statistician, USFS, has refined the
Landmark assessment procedure. We can now compare
average diameters, heights, standard deviations, etc. to data
collected by the Forest Service in thousands of randomly
selected stands throughout the Tongass.
To evaluate understory we use the Kirchhoff/Hanley

deer winter range quick cruise. This method scores for
availability of key forage shrubs and forbs, and for winter
snow conditions, moderated by such factors as canopy
closure, elevation, aspect, distance from the beach, etc.
Most Landmark Tree forests flunk the deer winter
range test. Understories are usually devil's club/foamflower
rather than blueberry/ground dogwood, and the streamside
bottomlands often collect cold air and a deep, long-lasting
snowpack.
But the streamside community blossoms in summer.
The classic riparian Landmark forest is the spruce-salmonbear-eagle-devil's club-alluvium association (see logo, page
2). To score it, we developed a riparian bear habitat assessment. A perfect scoring late-summer bear habitat has a heavy
pink or chum run with shallow fishing riffles, bordered by an
open-canopied alluvial spruce forest over dense thickets of
fruiting devil's club, salmonberry and stink currant. Unlike
the perfect winter deer forest, the ultimate summer bear
forest is more than a mile from the beach, beyond the range
of most hunters and tourists.
That describes the majority of our Landmark Tree
forests. Even in watersheds that were never clearcut,
handloggers removed the biggest spruces from the coastal
fringes and lower stream reaches. On the larger streams,
skilled handloggers could float logs out at flood stage. It's
common for us to bushwack more than a mile upstream
before locating a stand worthy of assessment.
About 30% of our Landmark forests were made known
to us through word of mouth. My growing wish list has
about 100 more sites recommended by outdoorspeople
throughout Southeast. We found several other stands by
perusing the new generation of Forest Service maps that
delineate "vegetation structure." And we constantly rely on
air photos taken by NASA (high elevation, "big picture")
and USFS (lower and more detailed). Air photos viewed in
stereo help not just for finding the biggest forests in a
watershed, but for off-trail routefinding and for deepened

Blue bar representing stand score is average of green bar for Big Tree score and brown bar for volume. “Ghost LT” on the
left is a logged karst stand (reconstructed from stump measurements) that scores almost 50% higher than any living LT
acre we’ve studied. Next are the top-scoring living Landmark acre, and the top volume–170 mbf–we've encountered on a
Landmark site (note however that there were no remarkably large trees on the highest volume acre). Of the 4 CLT forests,
Kake's ranks first due to the high volume of its vigorous young spruces. The other CLT forests show disparity between
impressive Big Tree scores and relatively low stand volume.
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Ancient 10.5-foot dbh spruce on karst. This
one and a close neighbor are the two largest
known trees in Alaska.
familiarity with your favorite places.Visit your
Forest Service or Fish and Game air photo
collection and ask for a tour!

Remote sites and community sites
Deep into a 2-week solo kayak trip I
stumbled upon an unforgettable forest. Big
chum salmon spurted ahead of me through the
6-inch-deep water as I waded upstream. On a
bar next to enormous spruces were 3 different
sizes of brown bear tracks. I nervously spoke
aloud the entire time I was measuring; "Nice
bedroom you've got here. . . love the ceilings!"
Stepping backward, sighting up a plumb bob to
measure the crown spread of a tree that
comfortably beat the official state record
spruce, I realized I was standing in freshly
shredded fish. We want people to know about
these places. But they're also the forests most
deserving of anonymity.
An opinionnaire mailed out to folks
closely involved with the Landmark Trees
project asked whether we should publish the
whereabouts of our remote LT forests. The
vote regarding confidentiality was unanimous;
leave these off-trail places to the bears! That
consensus led us to the idea of creating
interpretive booklets for big-tree sites where
high use already occurs.
The 4 Community Landmark Tree forests (CLTs) are all
alluvial, yet quite distinctive. Ketchikan's Ward Creek CLT
forest contains the tallest and largest-diameter spruces. This
forest, though majestic, is but a shadow of the stand that
grew here before handlogging. In 1900 it might have ranked
with today's highest scoring LT forests.
Near Kake we selected a much younger stand on
Hamilton Creek. Closely spaced spruces up to 200 feet tall
have relatively small diameters but together yield 50% more
volume than on any other CLT forest.

Succession in LT forests
Many of our Landmark Tree stands, like the CLT forest
at Kake, are barely mature enough to be considered "old

growth." Such stands are often 90% spruce by volume.
Trees reach 200 feet, with full, undamaged tops, yet rarely
exceed 5 feet in diameter at 10 feet up. Large canopy gaps
foster nearly complete cover of devil's club/salmonberry
thickets. Some gravel/cobble surfaces are flooded annually.
In "middle age," a third of the volume may be hemlock.
Tree height and stand volume peak. On our finest alluvial LT
forests, volume reaches a plateau in middle age at about 140
mbf. Largest diameters are about 7 ft across at 10 ft up.
Blueberry joins devil's club in the understory, where
flooding now occurs less than once per century.
We've only assessed 2 extremely old alluvial sites.
Stream incision here has left the floodplain inactive for
millennia. Hemlock is ~70% of stand volume, but enormous
old spruces persist. By the time an Alaskan spruce reaches 8

Three stages in succession of
Landmark forests. To reach LT
status probably takes at least 200
years, so the term “youth” is
relative. Only after millennia do
Landmark stands show signs of
senescence.
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feet diameter at 10 feet up (~10 ft dbh), its top is usually
broken. Deeply furrowed bark suggests an age approaching
1000 years, but increment borers can't reach the pith of such
trees.

such forests were
once widespread.
There, recent GIS
(geographic information system) analysis
indicates that in most
"timber priority"
watersheds, 60 to 90%
of the alluvial
bottomland has been
logged. This figure
underrepresents total
loss, because the
remaining streamside
forest is inferior in
quality to the logged
stands.
Sacrifice of the
great riparian forest is
sobering, but loss of
our karst forest is
staggering. Today's
top 5 Landmark
forests would not
have made the top
1000 in 1950, before

What’s left?
To map the Tongass big-tree forest – as it once looked
and as it looks today – we need more information than just
volume. The highest volume that landmarkers have measured - 170 mbf - was not in a big tree forest but in a densely
stocked stand of medium-diameter trees! Most forest
ecologists now feel that attributes like trees-per-acre, mean
tree diameter (or its standard deviation), soil moisture, slope,
wind exposure, canopy texture and understory structure, are
more useful than volume in describing forest habitat.
The Forest Service has prepared these "vegetation
structure maps" for the entire Tongass. One mapped
category shows forests of large spruces with coarse canopy
on gentle alluvial slopes. On Mitkof Island, for example, this
“big-tree forest” is now reduced to about one half of one
percent of the landscape. The part of that which is truly of
Landmark caliber may be as little as 1 or 2%. We have yet to
find a superlative one-acre patch on Mitkof. The Mitkof
Landmark forest constitutes roughly one acre in 10,000.
Mitkof never did have extensive alluvial big tree
forests. But on Chichagof and northern Baranof islands

Handloggers on Long Island.

Trocadero Bay, Prince of Wales Island, 1979 This color infrared air photo shows a typical logging intensity in fairly
low-productive watersheds. (Productive lands are usually cut more heavily.) Trocadero’s gentle hills still have unlogged
scrubby forest. Originally the fan/floodplain big-tree forest occupied 7% of this scene. The 100-acre patch of remnant big
spruce at center now comprises 1.3%. Of that, only 1 or 2 acres are of outstanding Landmark caliber.
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industrial scale logging began. After measuring acreages
from pre-logging photographs, I concluded that the
lowland karst of northern Long Island alone held nearly
as much Landmark-caliber forest in the 1970s as
presently remains in all of Southeast Alaska.

Everything eats salmon, directly or indirectly. Even
songbird populations are denser on streams with salmon
runs; is this because fertilized shrubs and herbs support
more bird-feeding insects? Juvenile salmon themselves also benefit indirectly from the disintegrating
bodies of their parents, since they eat aquatic
invertebrates that feed in turn on the mat of algae,
fungi and bacteria covering fish carcasses.
Another branch of research still in its
infancy is probing the hyporheic zone, the
saturated sediment beneath and beside streams
and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
The rich but scarcely documented microfauna of
the hyporheic zone often dominate the biological
productivity of rivers. Beneath broad floodplains
the volume of hyporheic habitat may be 2000
times greater than actual channel volume, yet we
rarely consider the implications. Hyporheic
upwellings supply alder- and salmon-derived
nutrients to side-slough algal colonies and to
soils far from the channel, storing and spreading
these growth-enhancers throughout the alluvium.
Each closer look astonishes. Among giant
trees and brown bears, we may neglect to look
down–to run our fingers through the moss–and
wonder why such a community has flowered
beside the stream.

The “core community”
Exciting interdisciplinary research is uncovering relationships between salmon and salmonberries, upwellings and nutrient pulses, nitrogen and
riparian birds, that few suspected a decade ago.
For those of us who've been splashing up
streams in search of big trees, these findings
reinforce a growing belief that the riparian
community of spruce, salmon, bear, eagle and
devil's club is the foundation of our bioregion's
fertility. Birds, mammals, and fish from every
surrounding terrestrial and marine community
migrate here annually to partake of the stream's
bounty.
One branch of the research employs isotopic
markers to identify marine-derived nutrients
returned to the land by spawning salmon. These
nutrients end up not only in terrestrial salmon
predators and scavengers, but in riparian vegetation like devil’s club and stink currant many yards
from the stream. On some streams bears carry half
of the spawners to shore, where the fish either
decompose or return to the soil as bear scat,
providing nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon and
micronutrients.

stink currant
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Appendix - maps, charts and stereograms for Hamilton Forest
History of Hamilton Forest from Stand Visualization (SVS) profiles
View north through profile belt

1800 Tallest trees 50 feet. At the close of the Little Ice Age, extreme high tides
covered salt marsh that grew at the level of today’s picnic table, reaching almost to
the patch of high ground where the future Big Tree was getting started. This is
about when the axe scars were made in Big Tree. At the time, Big Tree was very
close to the forest edge, about 50 years old, and less than 20 inches in diameter.

1900 Tallest trees 100 feet. Glacial rebound gradually raised the land, exposing former salt marsh to spruce invasion.
The original open-grown spruces of 1800 were now taller but still crowded, so crown was very dense and few shrubs,
herbs or conifer saplings grew beneath them

2000 Tallest trees reach 200 feet. High tides no longer overtop the cutbank near picnic table. Competition has
eliminated many of the tightly packed spruces of 1900, leaving tall snags and scattered down logs. More light reaches
subcanopy where small hemlocks can now grow.
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Note that north is to the
left for both stereograms
on this page, whereas
north is up on all other
maps.
Color infrared (CIR)
stereogram of Hamilton
estuary, NASA, 7/27/98.
Big spruce forest is
darkest maroon color
with coarsest texture due
to gaps between trees.
Clearcut hills on the left
are largely on Permian
carbonate bedrock
(karst) that supports big
trees. During the recent
Little Ice Age, depression
of the land relative to sea
level allowed Hamilton
Creek at times to flow out
through Big John Bay.
Rectangle shows
coverage of B&W
stereogram below.

Stereogram of Hamilton
Creek, USFS, 7/12/89.
This 3D image clearly
shows the greater height
of trees in Hamilton
Forest. Rectangle shows
coverage of stem map.
Arrow shows direction of
view from tree top on
page 4.
Stereograms are paired aerial photos taken from
slightly different angles to produce a 3D image when
printed out and viewed with a stereoscope. Few readers
have stereoscopes, but I've included stereograms
anyway because they reveal so much more than you can
see on even the sharpest 2D photos. Ask any forester or
geologist for a stereoscope lesson; you may find yourself
ordering one of these invaluable tools.
Even without a stereoscope you can see
stereograms in 3D. Try "free viewing." Hold the photopair a foot or two away. Look over the top, focusing on a
distant object. Then drift your eyes down onto the paired
photos, and try to make the double images converge. It's
much like the trick your eyes perform when viewing "3D
Magic" books.

Landmark Scores
BT diameter
height
BT score
mbf
stand score

Hamilton
53”
200’
116
138
127

#1 LT
105”
200’
168
127
147

Ghost
118”
~220?
187
230
210

These figures help to compare Hamilton Forest to the
highest scoring LT stand in SE Alaska (#1 LT). The last
column on the right (Ghost) shows our estimated
measurements from a stand on Heceta Island that was
clearcut by handloggers in 1926.
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Patterns of
logging.
Logging
targets the
“big-tree
forest,” which
could be
defined as
stands with
average tree
diameter
greater than
21 inches. The
greatest
acreage of
remaining bigtree forest near
Kake grows on
the alluvial
margins of
Hamilton
Creek. Almost
no big-tree
forest survived
logging on
private land
near the
village.

Left: Habitats of Hamilton Forest
area. Stand visualization (SVS)
covers area in pink rectangle.
Below: Geology, USGS. Kake’s
greatest forests were on karst (blue).
Low-lying sedimentaries, volcanics
and igneous rocks to the south
support mostly small trees and bog.
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Definitions of some terms used in this guide:
alluvium - Well-drained deposits of streams and rivers - typical
should not be used synonomously with “big-tree forest.”
substrate for the big-tree forest.
whorl - Branches emerging from the same level on a young spruce
alluvial fan - Deposit of alluvium at base of steep slope.
(not hemlock) tree.
big-tree forest - A stand with average diameter (dbh) greater than
wolf tree- Same as “open-grown,” above.
21inches (compare “volume” below).
crown depth - Proportion of tree height occupied by living foliage.
.
dbh - Tree diameter at breast height, or 4.5 feet above ground.
evergreen forbs - Low-growing plants that stay green all winter,
critical deer forage.
floodplain - Level alluvial deposits along streams and
rivers.
hyporheic zone - Saturated sediment beneath and beside
streams and rivers where ground and surface water meet.
increment core - Wood sample taken from tree with
increment borer, for examination of annual rings.
karst - The topography developing on soluble carbonate
rocks - limestone and marble. Karst once supported the
greatest big-tree forests of Alaska.
landmark-tree forest - The best of the big-tree forest the cream of the cream.
mbf - Thousands of board feet per acre (see “volume”
below). More than 50 mbf is considered very high volume.
nurse log - Dead log on the ground that provides a
rooting surface for hemlock or spruce seedlings.
open-grown - A conifer that grows in the open without
competition for light, characterized by large branches (or
later, their stubs) almost down to ground level.
pit-mound topography - Undulating forest floor resulting
from snapped and uprooted trees.
pitch tree - An often-scarred spruce, maintained as a
source of bleeding sap for fire-starting.
productivity - In forest habitats, usually expressed as net
rate of growth per unit time. Foresters also refer to “site
index” or the average height of a 100-year old tree on a
given surface type.
primary succession - Development of a natural community “from scratch” after complete removal of organic
Hamilton Forest diameter and height distributions Comparison
material.
of heights with Ohmer Forest near Petersburg, a much older forest
release - Increased growth rate of a tree following the
with more hemlocks than spruces. Note the large number of big
demise of neighbors, detectable in increment cores.
spruces at Hamilton Forest, accounting for the extremely high
riparian- The stream- or riverside community that is
volume. Old-growth stands like Ohmer Forest, below, have a more
influenced by flooding, and that contributes litter to the
“bell-shaped” curve.
channel.
second-growth - Even-aged forest recolonizing after a
disturbance such as logging or wind throw.
secondary succession - Follows disturbances such as
logging, windstorm, disease or fire.
secondary cavity dwellers - Birds and small mammals
that use abandoned woodpecker nest holes.
stem map - A forester’s map showing tree trunks, down
logs, vegetation, etc.
stereogram - Pair of photos taken from slightly different
angles to produce a 3D view when examined with a
stereoscope.
stilt roots - Trees “standing on tiptoe” that got started on
big down logs or older stumps (see nurse log).
svs- Stand visualization system. Computer-generated view
of a forest stand, from measured heights, diameters and
Decade of germination Hamilton is a first-generation forest
(X-Y) ground positions.
invading uplifted tideland. Trees seem to have colonized in
volume - measure of the total amount of wood (not
“waves,” beginning in the 1740s, then the 1830s and 1880s.
including snags) per unit area - usually in thousands of
Compare with ages for Ohmer Forest, below, an ancient, “allboard feet per acre, or “mbf.” Because densely stocked
aged” forest with more even timing of germination.
medium-sized trees can have high volume, this term
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Landmark acre squares are 208 feet on a side. Inside the LT acre, all trunks >5” dbh are mapped. Outside, only selected trees are shown. Cored
trees are shown with estimate of the decade of germination.

